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April 4, 1988

At Sea World, Stress Tests Whale and Man

By ROBERT REINHOLD, Special to the New York Times

SAN DIEGO— If killer whales could communicate with humans, as some experts believe they

may someday, four whales here might give answers to some profound questions:

Why did they turn on two of their trainers, nearly killing them? Are these highly intelligent ocean

creatures happy spending their lives in a big tank doing stunts for human audiences? Does the

human species have the right to confine them for entertainment and profit, or even research?

What, in short, is the proper relationship between the two most highly evolved species in the

planet's two biological realms, land and sea?

Such questions have been swirling around Sea World, the huge marine-life entertainment park

here, following 14 recent accidents with the whales' human trainers. Two were seriously injured

when dragged under or struck by the whales, six-ton black-and-white animals said by some

experts to be so emotionally sensitive that, like humans, they get ulcers when unhappy and

depressed.

But for the corporate parent of Sea World, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Inc., the publishing and

insurance conglomerate based in Orlando, Fla., the issue involves much more than the nexus

between humans and cetaceans. For the whales are the superstars of three - soon to be four -

marine theme parks that have become the most profitable arm of a company that is cash-hungry

because its debt grew to $2.7 billion last year fighting off a takeover by Robert Maxwell, the British

publisher.

The three top managers of the San Diego park have been dismissed because of the accidents. But

critics charge that the ultimate blame lies with the higher management of Harcourt, whose

chairman is William Jovanovich, for putting too much pressure on the whales and their low-paid,

inexperienced trainers.

Last month, Sea World began yearlong festivities leading to its 25th anniversary. The park hopes

to draw a record four million visitors this year, at $19.95 a head for adults, $14.95 for children. A

new whale show began March 23. The four whales, Orky, Corky, Shamu and Kandu, put on a

dazzling show of leaps and back flips, waving their huge flippers on cue and splashing the

delighted crowd of 5,000 in sun-drenched Shamu Stadium.
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But for now the show does not feature bare-back riding or swim-alongs as it did in the past. The

eight trainers in wet suits keep a respectful distance at the edge of the six-million gallon tank.

''We were doing some very spectacular things that enhanced the show value, but we

overemphasized the importance of the entertainment,'' said Robert K. Gault Jr., the new president

of Sea World. ''People come to see the whales. We've taken a step back to re-evaluate our safety

and training.'' Puzzling Behavior Leads to Lawsuit

Despite their name, their mouthful of frightening teeth and ferocity when it comes to devouring

salmon and seals, killer whales are generally considered quite gentle and friendly with humans.

Many prefer to call them orcas, after their scientific name, Orcinus orca, because the name killer

whale is misleading. No other aquarium has reported troubles with orcas similar to those at Sea

World.

So what happened here is puzzling. While in the tank on March 4, 1987, a 21-year-old trainer,

Jonathan Smith, was hit on the back by a male orca, grabbed in the jaws of another, dragged

down and smashed against the bottom of the 40-foot-deep pool. He suffered a lacerated liver,

heavy internal bleeding and other injuries.

Mr. Smith filed suit this month charging that the park ''induced'' him into the pool, ''representing

to him it was safe for him to enter the pool with little or no training, knowing well that killer

whales have a dangerous propensity for attacking, ramming, dragging and smashing people.'' The

suit adds that ''he was told the animals were gentle'' at a time when the park knew that the recent

introduction of a new aggressive male with female orcas raised the danger. His lawyer, Charles A.

Bleiler, charged that most of the trainers had little experience working with animals.

Mr. Gault would not comment on the suit except to say that it had ''no legal basis'' because Mr.

Smith had received workman's compensation benefits. Old Conflicts Resurface

About a dozen less serious incidents followed, but no changes were made either in the shows, the

training of the workers or in the handling of the whales. Then on Nov. 21, a 12,000-pound whale

struck John Sillick, 26, while he was riding on the back of another. He suffered a broken back, hip,

pelvis, leg and ribs and has undergone two operations.

''I'm learning to walk again,'' he said in an interview at home. He said he had no prior experience

when he first got into the pool and that the training was ''learn as you go.'' Still, he said was not

bitter and liked working at Sea World.

Two weeks later, the three top managers at Sea World were dismissed. They were Jan E. Schultz,

the president, Lanny Cornell, the chief zoologist, and David Butcher, the chief trainer. Mr. Schultz

sued, charging he had been dismissed ''in bad faith and unfairly'' and made a ''scapegoat'' for the

accident, but he has now asked that his suit be withdrawn, suggesting an out-of-court settlement

has been reached.
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The episodes at Sea World have rekindled longstanding conflicts between the marine parks and

whale advocates over confining orcas, whose behavior and life cycle are uncannily humanlike.

They travel in ''pods,'' or kinship groups, of 15 or 20 that are like extended families and are not

incestuous. Like humans, the whales mature sexually in their teens and can live as long as 70 or

80 years in the wild in the case of females, 50 years for males, according to Dr. Michael A. Bigg, a

leading expert at the Pacific Biological Station, a Canadian Government installation in Nanaimo,

British Columbia.

Such advanced creatures should be left to run their own lives, say their human defenders, like Dr.

Paul Spong, director of Orcalab, a private research institution on Hanson Island, British

Columbia.

''They are the highest evolved creatures in the ocean,'' he said. ''We are begining to realize animals

have rights and the more highly evolved have more than the lower. Those rights should include

freedom, to live freely in the ocean and manage their own affairs. The conditions of captivity

cannot meet their social and space needs.''

Such views are elitist in Mr. Gault's opinion. ''They say if you want to see whales, go to Alaska,'' he

said. ''Most people cannot do that. But they can come here by the millions. So while we are

entertaining people, they walk out educated too.'' Newcomers In the Tank

The troubles at Sea World began soon after it acquired a competing park, Marineland in Rancho

Palos Verdes, near Los Angeles. Sea World shut it down and brought its two whales, Orky and

Corky, here a year ago. The introduction of Orky, an agressive male, into the Sea World tank with

females of breeding age may have altered the social mix, experts speculate.

Orky had a reputation for being a little cranky and trainers avoided going into the water with him

at Marineland. But said Al Pentis, an independent marine biologist who used to run Boy Scout

educational programs at Sea World, the trainers immediately entered at Sea World. ''That was a

sign Sea World was in too big a hurry,'' he said.

Another factor may have been the high turnover among the trainers. Mr. Bleiler, the lawyer for

Mr. Smith, said many of the trainers were young people, none of whom were required to have

experience working with animals. They earned as little as $6.05 an hour. In addition to the

turnover, Mr. Spong, the whale advocate, theorized that the animals, which normally cruise 50 to

100 miles a day, were under stress because of their confinement. ''Even though they exercise, it's

like prison,'' he said. ''You cannot consider this to be a happy animal.''

Mr. Gault, the Sea World president, acknowledged some of this was possible. He said the

introduction of new animals, breeding activity, including one live birth last year, the building of a

large new tank and the training for new shows all may have combined to alter the social

interaction of the creatures. ''We did not have enough experienced trainers,'' he added. ''There was

not enough training documentation.'' Treating Animals Like Animals
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As a result, Sea World has tightened its training procedures and hopes to return trainers to the

tanks within three months. In the past, there was an emphasis on developing the putative

''friendship'' between animal and trainer, rewarding the animal for good behavior with not only

food but also affection.

The new approach, under the new chief trainer, Michael Scarpuzzi, avoids the issue of whether the

animals can develop emotional ties to humans. ''These are animals,'' he said. ''We don't know

what they are thinking or feeling. It's strictly communication to train the animal.

''We ask them to give their flipper. We reward that. If we get into feelings or thoughts, we get into

a lot of gray areas that get us into trouble. Simplicity and consistency is the best approach.''

Why would the animal injure his trainer? ''They have moods,'' said Dr. Bigg, the orca expert. ''The

trainer's job is to know when the animal is not in a good mood. Now and then they will grasp

somebody in the mouth, but it's clearly not a serious attempt to hurt. They are very powerful

animals and could do a lot more damage than they do. There is no case of a whale ever killing a

human in the wild.''

Sea World owns a dozen killer whales, about one-third of those in captivity worldwide, at its four

parks. They are located here, in Orlando, Aurora, Ohio, and at a park opening May 30 in San

Antonio. With two other theme parks, they form HBJ Parks Inc., a division of Harcourt.

According to Standard & Poor's, the parks contributed 28 percent of the parent company's profits

in 1986 on only 17 percent of its sales. New figures are not yet available, but Sea World's role has

certainly grown since Harcourt had to sell off its magazine and school-supply operations in

restructuring itself after the takeover attempt.

Apart from its public areas, with exhibits of penguins, sea otters, porpoises and other marine

animals, the San Diego park has a beached-animal rescue program and elaborate laboratories,

operating rooms and a research arm that even critics concede are the best in the industry. But

critics say the animals do not survive as long in captivity as in the wild. Since 1973, orcas have

survived an average of about 11 years at all Sea World sites, though the figure has been gradually

improving. Political Fights Over Freedom

The issue of keeping orcas in captivity has become so political that Sea World has been thwarted

legally in its efforts to capture new whales in their main habitats, the waters off Alaska, British

Columbia and Washington State, since the late 1970's. ''We ran them out of here,'' says Ralph

Munro, the Secretary of State in Washington, where whale protection is a powerful issue.

Such critics say whales should be freed. ''Putting a whale that's used to swimming in the wild into

captivity is like putting a human in a closet,'' said Scott Timingham, president of the Sea Shepherd

Conservation Society in Redondo Beach, Calif. ''It's not just the lack of space. They are subject to

noises from filtering and pumping equipment and cannot get a varied-enough diet.
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''The educational value is just talk,'' Mr. Timingham said. ''The only thing the shows teach is that

we humans are meant to dominate creatures and make them do tricks.''

But if orcas are to be held, they should be used for tricks or stunts to keep them occupied, Dr. Bigg

said. ''They cannot be left alone in the pool,'' he said. ''They become depressed. They need variety,

activity.'' He added: ''It's good for the animal to be doing something. It does not make a darn bit of

difference to the animals what they are doing.''

While orcas can be kept physically healthy in captivity, Dr. Bigg said mental health is another

matter. ''I am not against seeing some in captivity,'' he said. ''They can be kept healthy. But no

facility is big enough to keep them happy.''

photos of killer whales at Sea World in San Diego (NYT/Robert Burroughs) (pgs. A1 & 19)
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